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Outlook 2022 of our best-in-class Alkeon fund
• Most of the outlook is re-affirming last year’s outlook. We just would like to highlight:
• Fed tapering is not necessarily bad for stocks. According to Credit Suisse statistics, the average S&P500 Index return before
and after initial rate hikes since 1994 show that 36 months after the rate hike the equity index increased over 35%. Alkeon
also reminds investors that over a longer period of time the selection of high quality bias generates a substantial outperformance
over sector rotation. Alkeon avoids banks, oil & gas, deep cyclical stocks, where most of them have weak balance sheets, or
experience low entry barriers and also lumpy FCF generation. We have a modest exposure in the financial sector, and also the
cyclicals via our best-in-class value fund Classic Global; we would argue that the manager has a solid track record in recognizing
distressed companies’ cases, which have an attractive upside potential or rebound potential and are not value traps. Such
analysis is the key to being successful in such a very difficult investment segment, which mostly gives the illusion to investors to
be invested in an attractive investment opportunity purely based on numbers and balance sheet, but could be a nightmare if
market participants are invested in a company of a structurally weak business with high costs, but naively believing in the upside
potential of any restructuring. For this reason we rely on the professionalism of Classic Global’s manager.
• Alkeon’s manager reminds us of the strong fundamentals for equities. From record government stimulus, to highest
correlation in a traditional balanced equity/bond portfolio and, therefore, scarcity of attractive asset choices for investors, to
excess liquidity, strong FCF generation, strong pent-up demand, low inventories, strong US housing market, actually low
valuations (elevated from an absolute standpoint, but slightly above average historical levels on FCF generation), half of stock’
earning yield higher than junk bond yield, still negative real yield, net debt to market cap 1986-2021 of S&P 500 ex financials is
at lowest level ever (of course because of the high price level of equity market, but nevertheless), etc.
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Outlook 2022 of our best-in-class Alkeon fund
• We also had a recent uptick in equity mutual fund inflows, but we still have a huge amount of cash on the sideline and,
therefore, this should finally be the beginning of a reversal in decades of negative equity demand from households; demand
which was negative since the technology bubble back in the year 2000 according to Goldman Sachs statistics. The net equity
demand from corporations has been increasing due to strong share buyback programs. As explained recently, share buyback
programs make up for more than 50% of equity market performance during the last 8 years. Again, Apple has bought back USD
450 billion of its own stock over the past 8 years, which is greater than the market cap of 491 companies in the S&P 500
Index! Most market participants are only analyzing the recent highs in equity fund inflows and argue that we are in an equity
bubble, but taking into consideration the past 2 decades, the equity inflows from retail clients remains negative and, therefore,
knowing we are going to have a longer period of low yields, it is really possible that we are going to experience a decade of
constantly increasing inflows into equities.
• Also Alkeon is confirming that outside the US, the best equity growth opportunities are in emerging markets, which have the
most favorable long-term demographic trends. Using statistics births minus deaths by country, India has an average of
10.8x, followed by Brazil with 7.7x , China 4.8x. US has 3.3x, followed by Canada with 2.7x, UK 2.2x and France 2x .
Meanwhile Germany has -1.7x, Italy -2.8x and Japan -2.9x. In addition, as we recently mentioned, companies in Asia have
high cash levels on their balance sheets (Japan 45%, EM Asia 40%, meanwhile US 20%) and governments have a much lower
indebtedness than developed governments. Even better, valuation multiples are more attractive than developed markets!
• The second part of the Alkeon’s outlook 2022 considers all the major technological trends and innovations around the world.
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See also our weekly update nr. 27 of the 30 July 2021.
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Cash on the sidelines
• Actually we have more than USD 4.5 Trillion cash on the sidelines, which is the biggest amount ever, but in percentage of the
S&P500 market cap, the level is at its lowest, as the equity index has substantially increased. This is very important to notice,
because we came across many statistics showing only the lowest cash level in percentage, but the right analysis is the
relationship with the high equity market cap.
• As recently explained by Mr. Yardeni, we have the highest M2 excess liquidity ever and according to Alkeon this money will
continue to find its way into real assets and liquid investments. Being in a new era of high correlation between all the asset classes
and, therefore, having managers finding it harder to diversify portfolios, Alkeon is convinced that at present time, we have the best
environment for stock pickers.

Highest level cash ever, but lowest percentage vs S&P500 market cap

Highest M2 excess liquidity ever (source Alkeon)
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Yardeni Research
• As our clients know, we have a lot of respect for the economist Mr. Yardeni, being in our opinion one of the few KTS sources
having mostly the right arguments at the right time.
• Unfortunately we are reading in his last blog that his colleague Mr. Joe Abbott lowered the S&P 500 target from 5’200 to 4’800
(still a +6% from current levels) and moved the target to 5’200 for H2-2023.
• The arguments are a tug-of-war between bears and bulls on high inflation, is the FED behind the inflation curve and possible
geopolitical conflicts, which would cause a spike in the oil price causing even higher inflation, thus hurting consumption.
• On the positive side, Mr. Yardeni mentions the “CFO Put” (companies’ shares buyback programs, but also M&A activities)
replacing the “FED put”, which is actually our strong argument against a bear market or dramatic equity market’ corrections.
• As recently argued, the Ukraine situation is our biggest dilemma for any asset allocation decision and we are evaluating to buy
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some put option around the 20 of February, the day of the end of the winter olympics, in order to reduce our beta. We want
to stay invested, because we believe in further global economic growth, but unfortunately we cannot “make up” our mind on
geopolitical tensions, not only in Ukraine, but also Taiwan and HK. Those tensions will stay with us for long time and the only way
to protect ourselves is to invest a portion of our capital into an hedging strategy. Meanwhile we will let our long portfolio “run” with
the positive global economic growth.
• Analyzing the performance YTD of our portfolio, we have to admit that the only positive performance comes from our long oil
investments, and from our value fund Classic global, demonstrating that their simulation on increasing interest rates is right.
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Yardeni Research
• The disappointments in our portfolio performance during the month of January 2022 came from our volatility models (Z22 and
ABR), which could not protect us- they experienced false volatility spikes and, therefore, lost on the long volatility trades, but were
not being compensated with higher equity markets. This is the highest risk of the strategy. If the markets are going to end the year
flat or slightly positive, but volatility is going to experience multiples false spikes, the strategy is going to experience negative
yields. For this reason KTS decided to increase other positions lately, rather to increase the exposure to our volatility models.
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New households: the pillar for future economic growth
• Mr. Rich Excell rightly explains, on the left side chart, that since last year a new meaningful longer-term secular trend has
evolved. A fact which was already confirmed by Alkeon’s outlook last year and re-confirmed this year.
• US households experienced a boom with the Baby Boomers, but during 2000-2010 household formations were falling and the
discussion was, if the Millennials generation has other habits. But after the pandemic we can notice an extreme spike in the
number of household formations. Therefore, we can assert that Covid did not change the trend, which responsed to lower
interest rates, Covid merely accelerated it. The number of sales of new homes annually (blue line) is also accelerating, confirming
that Millennials did buy houses and Covid accelerated that trend. Housing is one of the most important indicators for the
economy. Mr. Excell concludes his blog by asserting that the Baby Boomers housing boom lasted almost 20 years.

Household formations (orange line) vs sales of new homes (blue)

Existing home inventories (source Alkeon)
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New households: the pillar for future economic growth
• On the Alkeon’s outlook 2022 the manager re-confirms his bullish stance on the US housing market. Home prices have been
strongly supporting consumer wealth and home-building activity accelerated during the pandemic, due to low interest rates and
home inventories have been near to record low levels and also the housing supply was close to a 40-year low. In addition, the US
housing stock is aging rapidly, with an average age of housing stock of 31 years, according to source ISI. With the new green
and sustainability trend and the high sensibility, especially from the Millennials generation, to reduce CO2, in addition to the fact
that Millennials are slowly but surely inheriting substantial wealth from their parents, we believe that there is also a lot of potential
not only in building new houses, but in restructuring existing ones, aiming at improving efficiency in all the possible segments:
from connecting electric cars, to reducing electricity consumption and environmental pollution.
• Having housing starts running below the long term average level of 1.5m units every year since 2007, we have a chronic
under-built state and, basically, to make up this deficit, Evercore ISI estimates it would take the housing industry a
decade of 2m starts per year!
• This quite of a clear assessment, which is in contradiction with the conviction of the majority in the investor community,
which believes the US housing market is in a bubble, just because prices are again at highs. Again, as always argued in
the past, all such historical statistics need to be analyzed taking into account the huge liquidity injection of central
banks, which basically massively increases the scale for the sake of comparing numbers. As the Alkeon’s manager and
Mr. Excell fundamentally and rightly argue, we are at the beginning of a new long term boom of the US housing market,
which is supposed to strongly help the growth of the US economy!
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Oil price
• Even if OPEC increased the oil production by a total of 400’000 barrels a day in February, in line with a previous decisions to
phase out the output cuts decided to face a slump in global demand during the pandemic, oil prices continue increasing. Our oil
expert argues that OPEC could increase up to 600k or 1 million, if it wished. At the moment, with the oil price trading over 90 USD,
the average free cash flow for oil companies is around 50USD per barrel.
st

• On the 31 of January the Financial Post argued that the oil price is increasing due to shale oil growth no longer exceeding
global demand growth and the world now being reliant on long-cycle projects that take 4 to 6 years to be productive;
therefore, the road ahead is very different from the one we have been on for the past decade.
• JPMorgan expects oil prices to rise as high as USD 125 a barrel this year and USD 150 a barrel in 2023, arguing that we will see
growing market recognition of global underinvestment in supply. We just want to remind, that US major brokers very strongly
negative on oil price during 2020.......
• But, we would not expect dramatic spikes on the upside on the oil price, because as soon as the price is going to hurt the
economy and consumption, especially in US and just before the mid election on November 2022, OPEC could further increase
the output or US could finally agree with Iran ending the oil-related export restrictions, which would mean about 700’000
to 800’000 barrels of new production hitting the market. Coincidentally, we are reading of resumed indirect talks between the
US and Iran. If both nations would reach an agreement, the deal could return more than 1 million barrels per day (bpd) equating
1% of the global supply.
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Oil price
• Therefore, we can expect an oil price around 95-100 USD, which is the best balance for emerging markets and developed
markets and will further support economic growth and increase oil companies capex, etc. As we know, the energy sector is
currently underinvested because of stricter ESG related issues and, therefore, oil companies need to increase spending but in a
“greener” way.
• We are not expecting a tremendous spike in the oil price, which could destabilize the global economic growth. Meanwhile we are
riding the wave with our exposure in the oil sector. We are not increasing our exposure, even if fundamentals are very strong. In
order to increase the sensible ESG theme in our portfolios, we prefer to stay invested via our oil expert, who is selecting oil&gas
companies, which are increasing efforts in improving their ESG score during the green transition.
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ECB
• Initially, as expected, the ECB had a more hawkish tone on the shift in monetary policy, starting from March 2022. We would argue
that it is normal, as other central banks of developed countries also need to move in the same direction of the FED, mainly in order
to keep stability in the currency market and the high inflation. But when the bond reaction was stronger than expected, Ms
Lagarde tried to smooth tones with dovish remarks after Italy’s and Greece’s yields spiked. Basically Ms. Lagarde said,
there is no need for ECB to tighten as inflation is likely to hold at target. This is again the proof that central banks are at a point of
no return and will try everything to keep interest rates as low as possible. Rate expectations are at 1.25% for 2025. It is actually
also no wonder that the ECB needs to keep the tone more “relaxed”, statistics also show, that Spanish, Italian and Greece
government debt grew over 20% during the Pandemic, meanwhile Ireland and Sweden basically had no increase. The EU
average is around a 13% increase in government debt!
• Many market participants are convinced that inflation is going to stay high, which will result in stagflation. As argued recently and
in our outlook 2022, we are much less pessimistic than many market participants.
• As mentioned, contrarily to the US the high inflation in Europe is mainly due to high commodities and electricity prices, but not
because of higher labor wages, which remain weak and could actually hurt consumption.
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ECB
• Nevertheless, KTS has focused for years in reducing the risk of higher interest rates, because even if it is not our base scenario,
we never know what can happen in such fragile balance of financial markets. Therefore, having marginal exposure in developed
country bonds and being invested mostly in alternative fixed income strategies with low duration and low credit risk, we feel
comfortable with our fixed income investment’s strategy and we are not expecting particular wealth losses from this segment. On
the contrary, our fixed income strategy is positive vs the negative bond market.
• KTS invested substantial time, resources and capital in analyzing the optimal asset allocation in alternative fixed income
strategies in order to dismiss the duration and credit risks, aiming at reaching higher stability for our discretionary portfolios.
Analyzing past performances we can assert that, up to now, this mission has been accomplished.
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US Nonfarm payroll numbers
• The strong nonfarm payroll figures issued last week are showing that, slowly but surely, the job market is on the way to
normalization. 467k new jobs were added in January 2022 vs 150k estimated.
• 22 million jobs were lost in March-April 2020 and now 19.1 million jobs have been added back, therefore we are 2.9 million below
the highs.
• There are still 10.9 million job openings in the US and the discussion is open as to whether this is a positive news, having
jobs for everyone meaning the labor force should feel comfortable, which is normally translated into higher consumption. Or, is it
negative news, because we have pressure on increasing salaries and, therefore, increasing cost pressures for companies?! By
analyzing the productivity numbers on the nonfarm payroll, our expert Renaud rightly points out that productivity increased from
3.9% to 6.6%, which means that a 5.7% salary increase should have, productivity adjusted, less of an impact. At the
moment, only commodity prices (especially oil) are still rising.
• We stay positive and believe the market will balance itself over the normalization process in combination with higher productivity
of companies, as it is already showing in the numbers . As argued last week, analyzing company’s results during January 2022,
general earnings are still increasing, therefore such an environment can support higher labor costs. Again, on the longer term,
constant higher salaries are translated in an higher consumption, which is the main driver of the economy growth.
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Results of the company Meta (new name of Facebook)
• We would like to “spend a few words” on the results of Meta. Normally we comment on company results only on client’ inquiries,
but we would like to comment on this event.
• We sensed the risk of a possible result disappointment back in November 2021, when our colleague Giuseppe warned that the
introduction of the new Apple’ privacy guidelines would create a challenge to Facebook or Instagram to ad-tracking users
activities and, therefore, Facebook would be less valuable for advertisers. This theory was confirmed at this time also externally
from people in the business, experiencing lower revenues out of the two platforms.
• We were keen to buy put options, but we were holding back for two main reasons. First of all the valuation of FB US, which
trades at 16x trailing 12 months earnings vs 30x last year and 23x of S&P 500 Index, but FB earnings still grew 36% last
year. Amazon trade at 49x P/E, Microsoft 32x, Apple 28x and google 25x . In addition FB has USD 48 bio in cash (Apple USD
202.6 bio, Alphabet USD 170, Microsoft USD 133 and Amazon USD 96).
• But, most especially our second dilemma was the Oculus’s business, which is going to be the new driver for Meta’s business and
companies around the world, which are tremendously increasing capex and investments in the segment. From Nike to Adidas,
the luxury sector, but also entertainment companies like Disney which are investing and hiring “like crazy for the Metaverse, and
it’s just the start”, according to a recent article published in the blog www.fortune.com of the 2nd of February 2022.
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Result of the company Meta (new name of Facebook)
• We would like to remind our clients that back in time, when Microsoft had slower growth, the company’s strategy shift into X-Box,
especially selling the device under production costs, in order to catch new market shares. The change of the company’s name
from Facebook into Meta is not a coincidence; the management of Meta knows that they have to create their market and reduce
dependency from other providers, therefore we would expect more action in that sense and news of higher growth. This would
trigger stock price rallies, especially now when most asset managers are probably short or newly underinvested, despite Meta
being still one of the most important components of the major indexes. In the portfolio of our best-in-class fund Flossbach,
Meta is the third largest holding.
• Taking into consideration the attractive valuation and the current high volatility, in addition to the fact that the market has to digest
the recent disappointment. Given that new triggers are going only to be by next results, most probably the best strategy is to sell
put options.
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General news
• Interesting links to the dilemma ESG. As argued recently, we are aligned with our best in class fund Flossbach, where governance
is the most important part of the equation.
• https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/investor/2022/01/28/the-elephant-in-the-room-the-esg-contradiction/
• In the Ukraine dilemma, we would summarize the events of this week as US maintaining his aggressive rhetoric against Russia,
and Europe trying hard to find a compromise!? Our oil expert also rightly adds that US is aiming at becoming the most
important LNG exporter partner for Europe, which has 40% reliance on Russia!
• About the truck convoys in the centre of Ottawa, Canada’s capital, we would like to focus on facts. Over 80% of Canadians have
had at least 2 doses of covid-19 vaccine and, according to the magazine The Economist, Canada is amongst the highest rates in
the world. According to the Canadian Trucking Alliance, over 85% of drivers who work across the border have been vaccinated
too and maybe even more, meanwhile many of the protesters in Ottawa do not even work in the industry. The city declared a state
of emergency. Meanwhile it also appears, that the USD 5 mio funds raised for the “freedom convoys” have been frozen! But, at
the end of the day, we can assert that the truck convoys in Canada had its success: Saskatchewan Canada Premier Scott Moe
announced the end of the vaccine passport for his province. Honestly we were hoping, as it is reality in many developed countries,
that governments would ease regulations, having most of the population vaccinated and Omicron comparable to influenza. Those
which are vaccinated did their part and helped the world with the normalization process. We should all now try to look forward
and return as fast as possible to normal life again, though we hope experts will keep analyzing what went wrong (a lot!) and setup
the right base in case, hopefully not, we will have another virus. But for the moment ,Mr. Kleintop of Charles Schwab showed an
alarming fact: the Ambassador Bridge is now blocked and it accounts for nearly 18% of US-Canada trade!
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Green transition
• According to the World Economic Forum, Denmark is building an artificial island to provide enough wind power (600 giant wind
turbines) for the entire country.
• The island will be the size of 18 football pitches, which is quite amazing. The Danish government aims at completing construction
by 2030 and the supply will be twice as much power as Denmark’s current offshore wind capacity and the capacity can be
increased to 1.5 times as much energy as Denmark uses in a year.
• The island could also house batteries to store energy. The project should also include green hydrogen technology. Such news is
very positive and give comfort that there is still a lot of potential from the green transition in the next decade; transition, which is
questioned by many market participants. In addition, it is the proof that KTS is invested in the right segment with the right
specialist, being invested in companies like Seadrill, which normally provides offshore drilling services, but are now shifting into
transport of heavy parts of offshore wind mills and other services in the “green” segment.
• Our additional stock pick GEVO US is finally experiencing a rebound, following Citigroup issuing a new report with a target of
USD 5. We would like to remind our clients that Citigroup is also responsible for the debt financing of Gevo Net Zero project,
therefore we are confident that the new research on the company from the side of Citigroup has more synergies, not only from
the equity side, but also in the emission of ESG bonds; bonds all institutional investors are desperately looking for, but there is not
enough supply. In addition, its credit department is the expert for any balance sheet analysis, therefore, if the Citigroup team is
affirming, GEVO is going to experience positive cash flows in the future, we can feel confident, it is going to happen. We always
argued that from January Gevo started to produce RNG the production, of which, is fully sold to BP and should generate around
10 to 15 mio USD revenues. From 2024 the Net Zero 1 project should start to generate 160/180 mio USD revenues.
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Crypto news
• According to news, the US Justice Department seized more than USD 3.6 billion of allegedly stolen bitcoins linked to 2016 hack
of Bitfinex. At the time the stolen 119’754 bitcoins had a value of USD 71 mio. Apparently, a couple from New York elaborated
multiple complicated transactions, companies, exchanges, purchase of gold, purchases of different cryptos, ATM cash payments,
NFTs, etc. in oder to launder the proceeds of 119’754 bitcoins. All small amounts under the radar of tax authorities. The Feds
finally caught the couple only because the husband saved on the US-cloud a list of 2k address of crypto wallets. The positive part
of the news in our eyes is the fact that, at the end of the day, everything is electronic, and it is basically impossible to avoid leaving
traces. Sooner or later (almost 6 years later!), hackers are going to be caught.
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Credibility of the Swiss financial market, but not only
• Meanwhile by reading the book “Flash crash”, by Liam Vaughan, on chapter 16 we are reading about the Swiss company IXE,
based in Zurich and Mr. Jesus Alejandro Garcia Alvarez, offering highly questionable business and in November 2013 was even
profiled in the prestigious Sunday newspaper “Neue Zurcher zeitung am Sonntag”, praising Mr. Garcia differs from the usual
Swiss professionals in many respects and afterwards with his newfound status, Mr. Garcia was invited by Al Jazeera, CNBC and
Bloomberg TV! This is the typical situation, where media are praising personality, without doing a minimal due diligence work.
According to the book “Flash crash”, already at that time, with no much due diligence, the praxis of Mr. Garcia was already highly
questionable. On page is also explained, how Mr. Garcia wanted to buy the Bank Arner in Lugano and open a branch in Zurich.
• We would assert, it is also typical, that such asset managers in order to give more credibility to the scheme, want to buy a bank
and have a bank license. On that perspective we would like to re-connect to the biggest German scandal, the company Wirecard,
which planned to buy Deutsche Bank as a desperate effort to disguise their fraud. Wirecard was also in connection with the
German financial authorities BaFin on the transaction and we can understand BaFin “loosing face” as the scandal was public. But
the point is, if Wirecard could finalize such a transaction, probably the company would still exist today and most probably would
even be well respected. Luckily enough, when the scheme became “too big”, was more and more difficult to hide it, but of course
lot of investors lost their capital.
• KTS highly recommends to everyone reading the book “Flash crash” as we already advised last week also “Flash boys” of
Micheal Lewis, but the point we would like to made here is the fact that even such personalities already have open lawsuits
pending, easy to track by only searching in Google, and apparently the company still exists and Mr. Garcia is still doing business
at present time.
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Credibility of the Swiss financial market
• We could start mentioning many more of such incredible examples, but we limit ourselves to list a few in this weekly update like
the case of the asset manager of Quantum Global Group in Zurich, or Mr. Martin Gloor & Christian Walliker , who could even enjoy
an incredible interview on the magazine Weltwoche during the year 2007 (https://www.handelszeitung.ch/panorama/martin-gloormit-nadelstreifen). Also those personalities are still around the Swiss financial market offering business and almost everyone
forgot about their past.
• We are reading interesting articles in the Swiss media, raising questions on financial advisors of pension plans (for example PK
plus and PK pro scandals in Switzerland).
• As we always argued, nowadays the 0% environment is highly challenging the way to generate sustainable yields for pension
plans, especially due to the regulatory fact, that pensions must be invested over 60% into fixed income. Of course such
regulations are not going to change, because the monetary policy of global central banks are cemented on this base and no one
has the interest to change it. As always argued, at the end of the day the full price of such expansionary monetary policy is going
to be paid by normal citizens, which are going to experience in 20-30 year time horizon, by the retirement age, a lost in purchasing
power of most probably at least 1/4 of the pension plan’s value. This is the best case scenario, most probably the loss is going to
be even higher. Ask explained in our outlook 2021, the only hope for next generations to compensate such disastrous and
dangerous cocktail, is the fact, that future generations are going to inherit the highest wealth ever from baby boomers.
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Credibility of the Swiss financial market, but not only
• As we argued in our outlook 2021, governments know the dilemma and have already started arguing over higher retirement age
and other possible solutions. We are reading in media, that countries like Denmark are planning to increase the retirement age
up to 74 years, followed by Estland and Italy with 71, Holland 69 and the average for the OECD is at 66.1, Switzerland has
the lowest age, but for how long?
• Therefore, the timing of the discussion over management fees, or highly dubious structures from the side of many independent
asset managers are not a coincidence. KTS, knowing the strategy of many peers, always wonder, how long such unhealthy and
non transparent environment would last and was hoping that the new Swiss Fidleg regulations would finally “take to the daylight”
many of such basically frauds.
• We were also not surprised reading on Swiss media over the weekend, that many questionable pension plan advisors, are even
linked to policy makers and, slowly but surely, authorities discovered few scandals and most probably more to come.
• During our working experience we are also focusing very hard to analyze such structures and personalities and we are listing
such cases internally, because as explained, the public tends to forget very fast and such personalities keep doing questionable
business, just by changing name and products. But the fraud is always based on the same systematical way to convince new
investors or clients. First of all it is based on the hype of the day, for example nowadays we would argue, it is definitely the crypto
space or electro mobility.
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Credibility of the Swiss financial market, but not only
• In addition, by analyzing the webpage of all such personalities, almost everyone is a philanthropist and the main figure for any
foundations or chairman of charitable foundations. In the case of Mr. Garcia, he was joining the board of the Swiss arm of Robert
F. Kennedy human Rights. The Quantum Global Foundation increased even more the level, having all kind of Swiss politicians
involved in any projects with the vision for a “better Africa”. We could keep on and add several additional cases on our internal
list, but it is not the purpose of our message.
• KTS is deploying a lot of time, capital and resources in such due diligence, aiming at avoiding such frauds. Reducing the
probability of such investments is the key to capital preservation and we increase the probability to 80% for better
results. In fact, the golden rule for diversification is not to catch the best performer as we know that each year somebody
is going to be better and honestly speaking, even if it does not sound highly professional, a little bit of luck is always a portion of
the success. But to avoid the worse 2/3 of asset managers helps in increasing the probability of healthy capital
preservation; in fact, the investor avoids a total loss! Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to reach a 100% avoidance of such
frauds, because unfortunately, many “bad geniuses” are always two steps ahead and are able to structure perfectly the fraud
and are also masters in lying to people with no bashfulness. As we have learned from the past, in many cases everyone is
the smart one only after understanding the fraud, many still even did not understand the fraud, after knowing, because some are
extremely complicated.
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Credibility of the Swiss financial market, but not only
• Most of investors also have the illusion to be protected from regulations and new regulations, but the recent cases of
SPACs, or crypto segment are showing that possibilities are multiple, the financial market is a “mine field” and only experience,
time and a proper and expensive due diligence can help to understand the solidity of the investment or the asset manager. KTS
is constantly improving itself in due diligence processes, or finding the right partners. Honestly speaking, the best formula for
the right success in finding such dubious structures, is experience combined with spotting the right “red flags” during
the due diligence process.
• Finally such personalities are unfortunately not only in financial markets. The Netflix documentary “The Tinder Swindler” also
shows, what can happen in social media. The documentary “The Billion Dollar code” shows the extreme danger start ups face
against the giant players and finally the book of Peter Thiel (founder of Paypal, Palantir) “from 0 to 1” is a good support for start
ups, explaining many major mistakes unexperienced managers of start up companies are unfortunately doing.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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